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Available Through October 25, 2010

KD Ratcheting Pullers

88033

88032

NEW
PT® Ultra-Compact Tactical Lights
The combination of small size & C4® LED output results in one of the brightest
tactical personal carry lights for it’s size. Features high, low and strobe modes.
Solid state power regulation provides maximum light output throughout battery
life. Rubber push button tail cap switch. Waterproof to 1 meter for 30 minutes.
Impact resistant tempered glass lens. Unbreakable pocket clip & anti-roll head.
Includes nylon holster and battery(ies). Two styles available (1AA and 2AA).

1AA

2AA

C4 LED output and Run times:
High: 50 Lumens / 1.75 hours
Low: 6 Lumens / 22 hours
Strobe: 4 hours.

C4 LED output and Run times:
High: 120 Lumens / 1.75 hours
Low: 14 Lumens / 21 hours
Strobe: 4 hours.

STL-88Ø32

STL-88Ø33

$50 99

Normally $68.00

$5350

AutoScanner® Plus CP9580

Normally $70.00

NEW

99

Automatically reads DTCs (Diagnostic Trouble Codes). Displays OBDII generic
code definitions. Reads and displays: DTCs, MIL status, I/M monitors, pending
codes, freeze frame data, & VIN (vehicle ID number). OBD II cable
(attached) and manual included. View vehicle emissions
data. Over 4,000 generic code definitions. Compatible
with ALL 1996 and newer vehicles (OBD II & CAN).
Backlit display.

ACT-CP955Ø

89

Reach

Spread

NORMALLY

2 Ton Puller

2-5/8”

3-1/4”

$74.58

KD-3625

5 Ton Puller

4”

5”

$125.11

KD-3626

7 Ton Puller

6-3/4”

10”

$177.07

KD-3627

2 & 5 Ton Set, same as above (3624 & 3625)

$221.31

Specially engineered for installation of stretch belts on larger
pulleys commonly found on European-manufactured vehicles.
Unique design prevents belts from twisting during installation
and dimishes the risk of damaging the stretch belt. Universal,
reusable tool eliminates the need for multiple, disposable tools
for belt installation. Anodized aluminum body.

SPECIAL
$57.99
$93.99
$138.99
$157.50

NEW

KTI-7Ø731

$22 50

Normally $23.99

99

New and improved design. Improved accuracy.
Easy reset - simply hold on/off for 3 seconds.
Increased measuring range: 2-150 psi.
Rugged die-cast body & quality components
to withstand robust professional use.
Large face LCD digital display. Two position
inflate/ deflate lever. Protected against
pressure fluctuation. Fitted with 24” long
rubber hose and dual headed chuck.
Uses two (2) replaceable 3V Lithium batteries.
Can be used on vehicles with TPMS systems.

New &
Improved

Pocketscan Plus

$

Description

KD-3624

Digital Air Inflator

ACT-CP958Ø

226

PART #

European Stretch Belt Installation Tool

AutoScanner Plus with CodeConnect™ and ABS displays
not just the trouble code, but also can help prioritize trouble
shooting with the Top Reported Fixes specific to the vehicle’s
make, model, year and engine at the touch of the CodeConnect
hot key to “connect” with the most probable solution to the
vehicle problem. CodeConnect is a comprehensive database of
3 million verified fixes for the trouble codes that cause the check
engine light to illuminate. Record and playback LIVE engine
data. ABS code read/erase capability for most 1996 and newer
GM, Ford and Chrysler. Displays all 9 modes of global OBD II
data. Field updateable. Print data to PC. Normally $304.99

$

NEW

Quick-connect, fast-reversing jaw design lets you remove
pulleys with ease. Time-saving, indexing-jaw design. The legs
of these pullers index into position and stay in place, letting you
easily support the puller and quickly connect each jaw one at a
time to the pulley - without help. You can also convert it between
a two and three leg puller and reverse the jaws from external to
internal style in seconds. Available in 2, 5, and 7 ton models and
offering a maximum spread of 10 inches. Removes and installs
a wide range of special
application pulleys such as
water pump, alternator and
many others.

Normally $122.19

Dual-Head
Chuck

KTI-89ØØ1

$79 99

Normally $87.99

Cooling System Pressure Test Kit

NEW

Live Data allows the user to view vehicle sensor, switch, and relay
inputs in real time, while the engine is running. This helps pinpoint
the problem components for a faster diagnosis. Includes the ability
to display generic and manufacturer specific codes and definitions,
6 modes of OBD II data, trilingual, freeze frame, State OBD check
(emissions), drive cycle mode and more. Compatible with ALL 1996
and newer vehicles (OBD II & CAN). Normally $183.73

Simple, accurate, efficient and economical method to find
common causes of overheating. This kit combines a hand
pressure pump with 4 cooling system test adapters and two
dual-function cap test adapters to quickly reveal external cooling
sytem leaks and defective caps. Pinpoints external leaks
caused by loose clamps or leaky hoses, connectors, water
pumps, or radiators. Diagnose internal leaks caused by
blown head gasket or damaged block or head. Adapters
fit the radiator or coolant bottle like the original cap.

ACT-CP9575

MIT-MV456Ø

AutoScanner CP9575

$

133 50

NEW

$5199

Normally $60.00
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NEW
85488

85498

Indexing Ratcheting
GearWrench® Sets

NEW

Rotary Tool Combo Kit

• 12V cordless mini rotary tool (16,000 RPM)
• Variable speed 1.1 amp corded rotary tool (8-30,000 RPM)
Features a 12 Volt cordless mini rotary tool and a standard size corded rotary
tool plus 236 accessories, flex shaft, cutting guide attachment, an LED light
attachment for working in shadowy spots and storage case. Includes variety of
accessories including cut-off disks, grinding stones, wire brush, polishing points,
sanding rounds and cutting wheels. Hard carry case stores it all.

ALP-APT2ØØ9

$

60

99

The ratcheting ends of these GearWrenches
has a locking pivot joint that locks in 13 different
positions. This locking indexing option allows
access to hard to get places. In the unlocked
position this indexing pivot point allows ratchet
action with limited swing of the wrench.
PART #

Description

KD-85488

12 Piece Metric Indexing GearWrench® Set
Contains sizes 8mm to 19mm

$268.78

SPECIAL
$195.99

KD-85498

8 Piece SAE Indexing GearWrench® Set
Contains sizes 5/16” to 3/4”

$179.19

$129.99

Normally $108.30

Kevlar Composite
1/2” Drive Impact Wrench

85599

1,200 ft/lbs. maximum torque. This Aircat® impact
wrench has a tough Kevlar® composite body for the
ultimate in durability, strength and comfort. Engineered,
designed, tested and assembled in the USA. Kevlar is a
trademark of the I.E. Dupont® Co and its assigns.

85597

NEW

CAT-12ØØ-K

$

NORMALLY

266 66

Normally $308.89

Limited Edition Camouflage
1/2” Drive Impact Wrench
Quiet, Camouflaged, They’ll never know what hit’em.
1000 ft/lbs. loosening torque. 200-800 ft/lbs. working
torque. Twin hammer mechanism. Ergonomically
designed handle. Normally $308.89

CAT-1ØØØ-THC

$

NEW

246 99

Open End Ratcheting
GearWrench® Sets
In addition to the standard ratcheting box wrench,
these wrenches feature an open end that allows
ratcheting of nuts and bolts without removing it from
the fastener, making jobs faster and easier.
Ratcheting speed with the access of an open wrench.
PART #

Description

KD-85597

12 Piece Metric Open End Ratcheting Set
Contains sizes 8mm to 19mm

KD-85599

8 Piece SAE Open End Ratcheting Set
Contains sizes 5/16” to 3/4”

SPECIAL
$83.99

$75.85

$57.99

1/4” Square Drive
and Bit Ratchet Wrench

5 Piece
1/4” NPT Coupler Kits

The smallest, lowest profile head in the industry. The quick disk on the drive
head allows for quick tightening or loosening of fasteners when ratcheting is not
required. Reversible 52 tooth gear head requires only 7 degrees of sweep.
Polished chrome - heat treated alloy steel.
Works with all 1/4" hex bits and 1/4" drive sockets.

Each kit includes (1) 1/4” NPT female
coupler, (3) 1/4” NPT male plugs, and
(1) 1/4” NPT female plug.
Available in 3 popular coupler styles:
“A”, “M”, & “T”.

VIM-HBR5

PART #

Description

MIL-S211

5 Piece 1/4” NPT “M” Style Coupler Kit

$10.51

MIL-S213

5 Piece 1/4” NPT “A” Style Coupler Kit

$12.40

MIL-S215

5 Piece 1/4” NPT “T” Style Coupler Kit

$11.38

NORMALLY

SPECIAL
$8.89
$10.75
$9.79

$

12 89

Normally $14.96

Fully Automatic
Pneumatic Grease Gun

M-Style
1/4” NPT Coupler Body

2 Piece M-Style
Coupler Plug Set

1/4” NPT, Female thread.
Fits all M-style plugs. Single coupler.
Normally $5.60

1/4” NPT, Male thread.
Fits all M-style coupler bodies.
INcludes 2 plugs. Normally $2.48

Variable speed trigger provides excellent
grease flow control while the pump design
eliminates traditional priming issues.
Outstanding durability and dependability.
30” high pressure hose with coupler, comfort grip handle,
combination filler nipple and bleeder valve.

MIL-S715

MIL-S727

LIN-1162

4

$ 19

$ 79

$113.89

NORMALLY

2

$

89 99

Normally $105.75
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Ratcheting Wire
Terminal Crimper

Wire Stripper

Ratcheting mechanism design.
Adjustable crimping compression.
Steel jaw. Color coded wire sizes
• Red 22-18AWG-DIN 0.5-1.0mm
• Blue 16-14AWG/DIN 1.5mm-2.5mm
• Yellow 12-10AWG/DIN 4-6mm
Normally $30.37

TTN-55477

$

21

99

Easily strips & cuts solid (AWG 8-20)
and stranded wire (8-22 ga). Narrow,
serrated plier nose. Solidly crimps
both insulated and non-insulated
terminals along with 7mm to 9mm
ignition terminals. Normally $21.32

Flow-Thru Wash Brush with Fan Spray
10 inch wash brush offers a telescoping pole that extends
to 68 inches. The super soft brush has a fan spray rinse.
Locking Brush Head. Variable slide water control with hose swivel.

CRN-93Ø89LH

TTN-11478

$

16

99

$22 99

NEW

NEW
Normally $25.71

Deluxe Flow-Thru Wash Brush
11478

55477

Super soft 10 inch wide multi-level wash brush design aids brush action at low
and high angles. Heavy duty lightweight telescoping aluminum handle extends
to 67 inches. Flow-thru cast metal tip for strength and long life. Ideal for RV’s,
vans and light trucks.

CRN-93Ø98

$46 99

Wire Cutter & Stripper
Strips wire (12- to 22-gauge) with one pull of the trigger.
Pistol-type grip and a narrow nose. You can adjust a striplength guide to measure and strip off the exact amount of
insulation you want. Can even splice into wire without cutting it.
Adjusts automatically to solid or stranded wire. A second blade
cuts wire cleanly. Locks closed for safe storage. Normally $29.95

26

39

NEW

Nut & Thread Setting Hand Riveter Kit
13” Long riveter with shorter handles and double compound hinges that
maximizes leverage. Patented structure increases power and reduces shock.
6 interchangeable mandrel/ nosepiece sets in metric (M5, M6, M8) and in SAE
(10-24, 1/4-20, 5/16-18). Ideal for working in hard to reach areas. Ergonomic
grip handles for easy operation. Kit complete with 10 pieces of each of the
following rivet nuts: M5, M6, M8, 10-24,
1/4-20, and 5/16-18.
Normally $183.95

NEW

AST-1442

$

139

Normally $56.13

6255 Kwikstart
Portable Starting System

SG-191ØØ

$

NEW

Exclusive heavy duty sealed lead acid/ AGM
battery provides best in class performance.
Built-in charger recharges unit with AC cord
(included). Instantly jump-starts without the
need for another vehicle. 12 Volt DC accessory
outlet to power and/or recharge DC electronics.
LED battery status. 32” heavy duty cables.
DC to DC auxillary cord. 1700 Peak Amps.

ASO-6255

$155 95

Normally $195.61

Rechargeable 2-Way Radio Set - 34 Mile Range
22 Channels, plus 20 extra channels. 142 privacy codes. Up to 34 Mile Range
under optimal conditions. Channel scan automatically checks channels for
activity. 10 call alerts. 5 animal call alerts (turkey, duck, crow, cougar & wolf).
Weather scan easily scans the active weather channel in your area.
eVox- 5 sensitivity levels, easy voice activation. No need for external microphone. NOAA weather alert radio. Vibrate alert. Mic and Headphone Jacks.
HI/MED/LO power settings. Silent Operation. Water resistant. Bright backlit
LCD display. Drop-in charger capable. Dual Power
Option - 4 standard "AA" batteries (not included) or
rechargeable batteries. Includes: Pair of radios,
belt clips, desktop charger, rechargeable batteries
and AC wall adapter.

99

NEW

32126

NEW

MID-GXT785VP3

32066

$

Magilift™
Self-Rising Jack Stands

69 99

Normally $152.77

New innovation... Lift handle and ratchet arm will
automatically raise. Sturdy, welded steel construction.
Counter-weighted pawl locks ratchet bar securely in place.
One piece, multi-position ductile iron ratchet bar.
Patented technology automatically raises ratchet arm to load.
PART #

Description

OMG-32Ø66 6 Ton Magiclift Stands

RANGE

NORMALLY

15-3/4” to 24-3/8”

$108.19

OMG-32126 12 Ton Magiclift Stands 19-5/8” to 30-1/4”

$188.01

Pro-Lift™ Tool Box Creeper Seat
Three compartment tool box. Lockable drawers.
Reinforced seat. Vinyl padded seat cushion.
Swivel casters for mobility. Front and back tool
trays. Lockable top tool tray. 300 lb. capacity.
Dimensions: 15-3/8”D x 10-5/8”W x 13”H.

OMG-C-27Ø1T

$

93

50

SPECIAL
$95.99
$166.00

Two Shelf, One Drawer
Service Tool Cart
Durable construction for rugged shop
environments. Drawer features all
steel ball bearing slides for smooth,
quiet operation. Large, fully-lined storage
trays and drawer. Drawer locks to securely
store tools when not in use. 4 casters
allow steady, quick movement. 2 casters
feature easy-to-operate locking mechanism
to keep cart from rolling. Easy-to-assemble,
ships complete with all necessary hardware
and instructions.

KTI-751Ø5
Normally $105.33

$

126 99

Normally $139.99

75105
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NEW

Truck/Tractor Filter Plier

Capable of removing all agricultural and construction equipment
and automotive canister-type filters. Ideal for loosening over-tightened
or seized filters. Superior leverage for high-torque applications. Spring loaded
pliers works on auto filters as well as Cummins diesel filters.
Range: 4” to 7” diameter.
17” extended reach handles.

KTI-73621

$

39

99

$

Normally $43.50

Automatically changes filter screen from clear to dark
in 1/10,000 second. Operator adjustable from dark to
clear. Variable shade adjustment from 9-13 DIN.
UV/IR protection up to DIN 16 at all times. German
made lens. Great for use with MIG/MAG, TIG & ARC
welding. Observation window: 98mm x 44mm.
Auto power on/off. Utilizes high performance solar cells as
power supply. Under normal conditions expected battery life of
over 6 years. Meets CE, DIN, ISO & ANSI Z87.1 2003
standards. Complete with FREE 13.5” leather welding gloves.

MAY-2865Ø
Normally $123.66

Easy Access Hose Clamp Plier

AST-8Ø95SE

Allows user to lock hose clamps open and work freely with both
hands. Fits Mubea, Norma, Micalor, ABA and many other hose
clamp types. Fits clamps up to 2-1/16” diameter.

$

MAY-28657

$

73 99

Quick Switch Retaining Ring Pliers
Convert between internal and external with the quick flip of a switch.
Elimintates the jaw aligning process. Spring return handles. Each includes a tip
kit containing 5 pairs of interchangeable tips (SAE & Metric: straight & 90º).
1421

#1421 features adjustable stop.
INTERNAL: 1/4” to 1”, 7mm-26mm.
EXTERNAL: 1/8” to 1”, 3mm-26mm.

KAS-1421

1434

Large
Quick Switch
INTERNAL: 3/8” to 2”, 10mm-51mm.
EXTERNAL: 1/4” to 2”, 7mm-51mm.

KAS-1434

PART #

Description

KAS-1421

SMALL Quick Switch Retaining Ring Pliers

$23.52

KAS-1434

LARGE Quick Switch Retaining Ring Pliers

$26.67

KAS-145Ø

2 Piece Quick Switch Set (1421 & 1434)

$62.19

NORMALLY

SPECIAL
$20.99
$22.99
$53.99

The Original 6-in-1 Rescue Tool
1. Agressive cross-hatch teeth pliers.
2. Laser treated cutting edges cut through cables and wire quickly.
3. Spanner wrench tightens & loosens hose couplings.
4. Steel punch easily shatters safety glass.
5. Gas shut shut-off slot shuts off gas safety.
6. Prybar quickly pries open windows and doors.

CNL-88

$

53 50

AST-8Ø97SE

$

182 99

NEW
Normally $245.83

190 Amp Fluxcore / Mig Welder
Includes: 8 foot MIG torch cable with Twerco® Type Torch, 6 foot ground cable
with clamp, .023, .035 Contact Tip, and .030 on Torch, .2 kg .80mm Flux Wire,
2.5 foot Gas Hose, Face Mask and Chipping hammer and Brush
• Powerful 220 Volt 50 Amp Operation
• AMPs: 30-180
• Rated Duty Cycle: 15% @ 145A
• Wire Size: .030 - .035
• Max. Thickness: 1⁄4”

$

599 99

Normally $806.11

140 Amp Fluxcore / Mig Welder Kit

Normally $69.89

30-130 Amp, 120V Flux Core/MIG Welder. Complete
with full face helmet with flip-up shield, welding cart,
and welding gloves.
•
•
•
•

Standard 120V circuit, 20A
Rated Duty Cycle: 20% @ 75A
Wire Size: .030-.035
Max. Thickness: 3/16”

ALP-APEW14ØK

CNL-89
89
Normally $75.52

Larger viewing area: 99mm x 62mm.
Automatically changes filter screen from clear to
dark in 1/20,000 second. Variable shade adjustment
from 9-13 DIN. UV/IR protection up to DIN 16 at
all times. German made lens. Operator can adjust
the time the filter returns from dark to clear.
Full face and front of neck protection. Auto power on/off.
Utilizes high performance solar cells as power supply. Battery
lifetime up to 4,000 hours. Meets EN, DIN, ISO & ANSI Z87.1
standards. Complete with 13.5” leather welding gloves.

88

Hardened cutting edge designed to shear through soft
metal and standard battery cables. Narrow jaw that fits into tight
spaces. Tapered pry wedge to open doors and windows. Spanner
wrench tightens and loosens up to 6” hose couplings. Gas shut-off
valve slot. Window punch that easily shatters safety glass.

55 99

NEW
Normally $223.75

ALP-APEW19Ø

Second Generation Rescue Tool

$

165 99

LARGE VIEW Auto-Darkening
Welding Helmet with USA Theme
Graphics & FREE Leather Gloves

Normally $96.58

Small
Quick Switch

105 50

Flame Graphics
Auto-Darkening Welding Helmet
with FREE Leather Gloves

For use in removing & installing flat band hose
clamps. 24 inch flexible cable to reach clamps
in the tightest locations. Lock-on to hold open
while you to work. Works with standard flat band
hose clamp and space-saver clamps as well.

102 22

NEW

Prevents damage to pistons, hubs or calipers.
Ensures parallel piston retraction on dual and quad
piston calipers. Easy left and right side use. Generates
over 1600 ft/lbs of force to retract the toughest caliper
pistons. Single lever mechanism used to apply and
release force for ease of operation and faster service.
Normally $141.12

PBT-7Ø915

73621

Long Reach Spring Loaded
Hose Clamp Plier

$

4-in-1 Bake Pad Spreader

$

579 99

Normally $768.74

Flyer: SS-DLR-10

